
WELL-KNOWN BRAND IN  
TEXTILE INDUSTRY



allowing to apply CMYK colors  immediately. There is no more need for 
thousands of garments pieces per run to make the printing process 
profitable. Azon TexPro allows short and medium runs as well as 
personalized prints and different data printing. Tests can be immediately 
evaluated and changes implemented without delay.

Azon Tex Pro adopts a brand - new digital printing mode that can be used as the substitute 
of screen printing and transfer printing. It enables color printing without plate making or 
repeated color register while it is highly waterproof and  wearing resistant. It prints directly on 
the garment with amazing speed up to 50 white t-shirts or 15 dark t-shirts per hour. It can 
print beautiful full - color prints on light and dark colored textiles like t-shirts, towels, jeans, 

aprons, bags or else, with superb adhesion of ink. It is very easy to use and has a high 
profit return.
Azon’s water - based white ink was specially developed for printing on dark garments 
by creating a solid surface on the printing area before applying the CMYK inks. This 
white layer is digitally applied directly onto the desired location on the garment, 

DIRECT TO GARMENT INKJET PRINTER FOR BEAUTIFUL FULL-COLOR PRINTS

AZON TEX proAZON TEX proAZON TEX
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and dark colored textiles 
with superb adhesion of ink 
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WITH TEX PRO 
YOU CAN PRINT 

ON ANY TYPE OF 
FABRICS: 

COTTON, 
POLYESTER, JEANS, 

SILK, FLAX, VISCOSE, 
FLANNEL, PLUSH, 

ETC.

AZON TEX

Direct to garment printing is a 
process of printing on textiles 
and garments using specialized 
or modified inkjet technology. 
The two key requirements of 
a DTG printer are a 
transport mechanism for 
the garment and specialty 
inks (inkjet textile inks) 
that are applied to the 
textile directly and are 
absorbed by the 
fibers.

For further information or quotation please contact us…

T: 01279 638 500  E: sales@atlantic-ts.com 
Visit our website: www.atlantic-ts.com
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                       Temperature
             Humidity
                       Temperature
             Humidity
                 Dust level:  
Accessories

Azon TEX pro
Ink-jet (Micro Piezo Head)
Width: Maximum 440 mm (17.3 in.) 
Lenght: Maximum 810 mm (31.9 in.)
Thickness: Maximum 100 (3.9 in.)
Weight: Maximum 9 kg (20 lbs.)
Maximum 400 mm x 600 mm (15.7 x 23.6 in.) 
C, M, Y, K and 4 W / 2 x C, M, Y, K
Azon TEXTILE Inks - sealed, degassed cartridges
TEX 220 ml cartridges
Maximum 1,440 dpi

Up to 50 light shirts per hour / 15 dark shirts per hour

AC 110 V +-10%, 1.05 A (50/60Hz)

During standby: Approximately 5 W
850 x 890 x 525 mm (33.4 x 35 x 20.6 in.)
95 kg (209.4 lbs.)
20°C ~ 30°C (68°C to 86°F), (22°C / 72°F is recommended)

18°C ~ 30°C (64.4°F ~ 104 °F)

General office level

Azon Rip

Requested 
Environment
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Not 




